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Abstract
Among the results studied in high-energy multiparticle production, the
presence of ”shoulder” structure in the multiplicty distributions and the
oscillatory behaviour of the multiplicity moments are the most elusive. As
up to this moment, there is yet a satisfying theoretical work that is able to
reproduce these phenomena from first-principle quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) despite its success in predicting the existence of quark, gluon
and some of their dynamics. Thus, one has to start using phenomenolog-
ical approach in trying to describe the multiplicity data with a particular
distribution function. In late 1980s, Chew et al introduced Generalized
Multiplicity Distribution (GMD) to describe multiplicity data at TASSO
and SPS energies. In this work, we apply GMD to study comprehen-
sively all available electron-positron (e+e−) and hadron-hadron (pp and
pp) from various collaborations. We also apply Lee-Yang theory of phase
transition to multiplicity data using GMD and find the correlation be-
tween Lee-Yang zeros, multiplicity distribution and multiplicity moments
qualitatively at different energy range. It turns out that the development
of ”shoulder” structures in multiplicity data are accompanied by the de-
velopment of ”ear”-like structures in Lee-Yang zero plots, which further
indicates an ongoing phase transition from soft to semihard scattering as
energy increases. Meanwhile, the oscillating multiplicity moments distin-
guish electron-positron collisions from hadron-hadron collisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1
1 Introduction
Solving the hadronization mechanism in multiparticle production has always
been one of the most intriguing problem in high energy physics. The problem
arises from the fact that pertubative quantum chromodynamics (PQCD) has
yet to be able to satisfactorily explain the multiplicity distribution and forma-
tion of final hadrons from their constituent quarks and gluons. While, on the
other hand, high energy scattering experimental data from various collaborations
around the world are abundant, as technological advancement has made possible
modern accelerators to carry out more extensive and detailed study of multipar-
ticle production at large energy range. Two of the most prominent problems in
multiparticle production
1. The development of ”shoulder”-like structure at the tail of the multiplicity
distribution, firstly detected at the pp¯ collision[1], and later it was also
found in e+e− case[2].
2. The oscillatory behaviour of the ratio (Hq) of factorial cumulants (Kq) to
factorial moments (Fq) of the multiplicity distribution as a function of its
order q[3].
are of particular interests in this work.
To solve the problem, one has to approach it from the calculation of QCD
jet, of which experimental data are readily available. One’s ultimate goal is to
come out with a distribution model that may describe into the experimental
data. Konishi et al developed an algorithm to do so[4]. Giovannini extended his
work by considering the QCD jets as Markov (stochastic) branching processes[5].
He introduced the stochastic branching equation to describe the evolution of
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multiparticle production, and pointed out that negative binomial distribution
(NBD) is the solution to the equation. Since then, NBD has been extensively
studied as a model to explain the phenomena in existing multiplicity distribution
data, as well as to make prediction at Tevatron and LHC energy range[8]-[11].
The solution is not unique though, as other solutions also exist. Take, for
example, Furry-Yule distribution (FYD) proposed by Hwa and Lam[6]. Also, in
a review by Wroblewski[7], other types of distribution functions such as modified
negative binomial distribution (MNBD), Krasznovszky-Wagner (KW) distribu-
tion and lognormal distribution, were discussed, one having its own advantages
and disadvantages over the other. Nowadays, however, it is generally popular
to use Poisson distributions at lower energies, and NBD at higher energies as a
model to describe the experimental data.
Meanwhile, Chew et al introduced another solution to the stochastic branch-
ing equation, namely the generalized multiplicity distribution (GMD)[14], which
becomes the main focus of this study. It was noted in Wroblewski’s paper that
GMD gives an excellent fit for e+e− data and a reasonably good fit to pp and
pp data. Thus, in this work, we attempt to investigate in great detail how GMD
would fit into multiplicity data of various scattering energies, in particular, the
ones produced by TASSO (14-43.6 GeV), AMY (57 GeV), DELPHI (91 GeV),
and OPAL (133-189 GeV) collaboration for e+e− case, and data from UA5 col-
laboration (200, 546 and 900 GeV) for pp case.
Eventually, it becomes apparent that a single NBD function will not be
able to describe the data well any longer when the scattering energy goes high,
say at
√
s = 200 GeV and above. To explain the ”shoulder”-like structure in pp
multiplicity distribution plots, Giovannini suggested that a multiplicity dynamics
is actually a result from superposition of two events, the soft (without minijet)
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and semihard (with minijets) scattering events[12],[13], and introduced the ”clan
structure” analysis.
As in the case of NBD, while a single GMD may not fit very well to the
multiplicity distribution at high energy, a superposition of two weighted GMDs
may[15], one refers to the so-called soft scattering, while the other refers to the so-
called semihard scattering. Thus, we hypothesize that the increase in scattering
energy is accompanied by a transition from soft to semihard scattering. Hence,
borrowing the idea on phase transition from statistical physics, we are interested
on how the Lee-Yang zeros from the generating functions of these data evolve
as energy increases, which is the major contribution of this work. Furthermore,
we would also like to study on how the Lee-Yang zeros of a certain multiplicity
distribution is related to the shape of the distribution plot as well as its moment
qualitatively.
We will proceed to our discussion as following: in Section 2 we will out-
line in details how generalized multiplicity distribution is derived by solving the
stochastic braching equation. We will then present our result and analysis in
Section 3. The result will be discussed in two parts, starting with the discussion
on electron-positron (e+e−), followed by the discussion on hadron-hadron (pp and
pp) collision, where finally, we will discuss the evolution of the Lee-Yang circles
before extending the discussion to the prediction we make for the most antici-
pated 14 TeV of LHC. Lastly, we present our conclusion and future works in the
final section. A summary on Lee-Yang zeros theory, Maple program to compute
GMD and spreadsheets of all available raw data can be found in the appendices.
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2 Generalized Multiplicity Distribution
2.1 Definitions and Formalisms













where σn is the topological cross-section of n-particle production, and also Eq.(2.2)




In practice, however, there must be a maximum finite number N of produced
particles that can be observed, i.e. Pn = 0, for n > N . Hence, the generating





Since we are only dealing with charged particle
Capella et al pointed out that Eq.(2.3) is analogous to N -particle grand
canonical partition function ZN , with z taking the roles of fugacity, in statistical
physics[21]. In particular, by setting Eq.(2.1) (i.e.
N∑
n=0
znPn = 0), one can always
find a set of complex roots (or zeros) which, upon plotting them on complex plane,
will form a circle as studied by Lee and Yang[16],[17] (hence, the name Lee-Yang
zeros is derived)1. In their original motivation, Lee and Yang studied the zeros in
1A more detailed review of Lee-Yang theory can be found in Appendix A
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order to study the condensation and transition in a grand canonical ensembles of
monoatomic gas model. Their study revealed that phase transition occurs only
at the points on the positive real axis onto which the zeros converge[16]. In the
same spirit, particle physicists study how the zeros of GN(z) = 0, in order to find
some clues to the underlying mechanism of the hadronization process.
Although the first application of this idea can be traced back to as early
as the 1970s, it flourished again when DeWolf, using the JETSET Monte Carlo
generator, found that the zeros of GN(z) form a unit circle at the center of com-
plex z-plane that is open in a small sector bisected by the positive real axis[18].
The phenomena persist at rapidity bins of various size. Brooks et al provide
an explanation, based on phenomenological study of the hadronic multiparti-
cle production, of why the zeros form the unit circular pattern by applying the
Enestrom-Kakeya theorem to the case of single Poisson and negative binomial
distribution[19]. Brambilla et al extends Brook’s work to a weighted superposi-
tion of negative binomial distribution[20]. Their results conform to the simulation
work by DeWolf earlier.
In relation to the generating function Eq.(2.1), the normalized factorial mo-
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where n is the mean multiplicity. Computationally, however, it is easier to define
Kq in the following manner






a!(b− a)! is the binomial coefficient. Thus, one can easily compute
the factorial moments of any rank using Eq.(2.4), while from Eq.(2.5), one can
show that K0 = 0 and K1 = F1 = 1 regardless of the distribution function Pn.
Finally, Kq can be computed in a iterative manner using Eq.(2.6).





is of particular interest because of its oscillatory characteristics.
The distribution function Pn that we are going to use in this work will be
the Generalized Multiplicity Distribution (GMD), firstly introduced by Chew et
al[14].
2.2 Derivation of Generalized Multiplicity Distribution
Giovannini showed that the total multiplicity distribution of partons inside
a jet calculus can be written in the following equation[5]
dPn,m
dt
=− (An+ A˜m+Bn)Pn.m + A(n− 1)Pn−1,m + A˜mPn−1,m
+B(n + 1)Pn+1,m−2
(2.8)
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also known as the stochastic branching equation, where
t =
6






is the QCD evolution parameter which refers to the thickness of QCD jets, with
Q is the initial parton invariant mass, Q0 is the hadronization mass, µ is a QCD
mass scale (in GeV), Nc = 3 (number of colors), and Nf = 4 (number of flavors).
Pn,m is the probability distribution of n gluons and m quarks at QCD evolution,
with A, A˜ and B refer to the average probabilities of the branching processes
 Gluon fission g → g + g
 Quark bremsstrahlung q → q + g
 Quark pair-creation g → q + q
respectively.
For fixed m and number of n gluons at t, we can rewrite Eq.(2.8) to
dPn
dt
= −(An+ A˜m+Bn)Pn+A(n− 1)Pn−1 + A˜mPn−1 +B(n+1)Pn+1 (2.10)
where GMD is the solution.
To solve Eq.(2.10) exactly, we use the infinite-sum generating function (2.1)
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It can be shown that
∂f
∂t
= (1− s)(B − As)∂f
∂s
− A˜m(1− s)f (2.13)




(1− s)(As− B) = −
df
A˜m(1− s)f (2.14)
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while solving the second and third term in Eq.(2.14)
ds


















m ln(As− B) + ln f = constant (2.16)
Thus, combining Eq.(2.15) and Eq.(2.16), we can write the following relationship
in term of a function Ψ
A˜
A







where Ψ is an arbitrary function. And, setting the initial condition to f(t =
0, s) = sk
′























At this stage, we neglect B (i.e. B = 0), and it is straightforward to show














is related to the initial number of quarks in average sense.







, we get the solution to Eq.(2.10), namely the
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generalized multiplicity distribution (GMD)
PGMD(n) =
Γ(n+ k)







where Γ(n) is the usual Gamma function, n = (k′ + k)eAt − k and n > k′.



















































































However, since the data points are truncated at certain n =M , we compute the
cumulants using nq =
M∑
n=0
nqPn, whose result will converge with those given in
Eq.(2.22) at n→∞.
It is important to note that GMD is more general than both NBD and FYD,
in the sense that it reduces to NBD when k′ = 0, and it also reduces to FYD
when k = 0. Subsequently, although n can take any positive integers in general,
we restrict our discussion to only charged particles (i.e. electron, positron, proton
and antiproton), which implies that n has to assume non-negative even integers
only.
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3 Result and Discussion
3.1 Electron - Positron (e+e−)
We perform the χ–square test of GMD using the experimental data taken
from TASSO at
√
s = 14 to 43.6 GeV[24], AMY at
√
s = 57 GeV[25], DELPHI
at
√
s = 91 GeV[26] and OPAL collaboration at
√
s = 133 to 189 GeV[27]-[29]
to determine the best-fit value of k and k′ and use Eq.(2.21) to compute the
moments. The result is tabulated in Tab.3.1, while the KNO-scaled plots are
shown in Fig.3.1 and Fig.3.2.
√
s (GeV) n k k′ C2 C3 C4 C5 χ
2/N
14 9.30 38.00 1.65 1.11 1.33 1.73 2.41 1.10 (13)
22 11.30 32.00 1.58 1.10 1.31 1.67 2.28 0.27 (14)
34.8 13.59 25.00 1.80 1.09 1.29 1.63 2.20 1.03 (18)
43.6 15.08 21.00 2.00 1.09 1.28 1.62 2.17 0.80 (19)
57 17.19 25.00 2.00 1.08 1.25 1.54 2.02 0.66 (20)
91 21.20 15.57 2.00 1.089 1.281 1.615 2.169 1.234 (25)
133 23.61 12.15 2.00 1.062 1.194 1.416 1.766 0.238 (25)
161 24.45 12.26 2.00 1.095 1.301 1.663 2.270 0.090 (25)
172 25.54 14.96 2.00 1.086 1.270 1.589 2.117 0.062 (28)
183 26.85 13.35 2.00 1.088 1.280 1.614 2.168 0.545 (28)
189 26.94 11.86 2.00 1.095 1.301 1.662 2.269 0.186 (28)
Table 3.1: GMD parameters of Eq.(2.20) for TASSO, AMY, DELPHI and OPAL data.
Except for
√
s = 91 GeV data produced by DELPHI collaboration, the χ2-
fit for the OPAL collaboration data is less than 1. The χ2-fit of OPAL data is
generally better than the χ2-fit of TASSO and AMY data. The large χ2-fit for
91 GeV data can be due to unusually small errors of the data points.
Having satisfied that GMD gives an excellent description for a wide range of
e+e− data ranging from 14 to 189 GeV, we continue our analysis with plotting the
Lee-Yang zeros of the above-mentioned data as well as the ratio of the multiplicty
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(a)
√
s = 14 GeV, n = 2 to 26 (b)
√
s = 22 GeV, n = 2 to 28
(c)
√
s = 34.8 GeV, n = 2 to 36 (d)
√
s = 43.6 GeV, n = 2 to 38
(e)
√
s = 57 GeV, n = 2 to 40
Figure 3.1: KNO plots of GMD against experimental data for TASSO’s
√
s = 14, 22, 34.8,
and 43.6 GeV, and AMY’s
√
s = 57 GeV
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(a)
√
s = 91 GeV, n = 4 to 52 (b)
√
s = 133 GeV, n = 6 to 54
(c)
√
s = 161 GeV, n = 8 to 56 (d)
√
s = 172 GeV, n = 8 to 62
(e)
√
s = 183 GeV, n = 8 to 62 (f)
√
s = 189 GeV, n = 8 to 62
Figure 3.2: KNO plots of GMD against experimental data for DELPHI’s
√
s = 91 GeV, and
OPAL’s
√
s = 133, 161, 172, 183 and 189 GeV
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moments Hq. The plots are shown in Fig.3.3 to Fig.3.5.
We notice, first of all, that the oscillating moemnt Hq has its first minimum
at q ≈ 5 followed by subsequent oscillations at higher rank as shown in various
experimental data and also predicted by QCD at preasymptotic energy[30], which
is the consequence of dealing with truncated generating function. The oscillation
amplitude generally increases as the scattering energy
√
s increases. However, we
will soon see that such trend is no longer true when we compare e+e− collision
to their pp and pp counterparts.
Secondly, We also notice that, as the scattering energy increases, the Lee-
Yang circles are becoming more rounded. At the same time, the size of the
circles are also converging to unity. We also notice that there are few points in
the Lee-Yang plot of
√
s =91 GeV and above, which do not seem to fit to the
trend of the curve. However, we suspect that the appearance of those points
are due to high error bars of the first few data in the scattering experiment.
After all, we can always smoothen the plot by starting the polynomials at higher
terms (n = 12, 14, . . .). For example, by discarding the first few data whose
error exceeds 50% of the observed data, we can smoothen the Lee-Yang circles.
As it later turns out, the e+e− Lee-Yang zeros plots up to 189 GeV show some
characteristics that distinguish them from pp and pp Lee-Yang zeros at higher
energy range, which we are going to examine next.
3.2 Proton - Proton (pp) and Proton - Antiproton (pp)
Next we examine the multiplicity data for pp collision from ISR collaboration,
which Chan and Chew has done an extensive study on using GMD[23]. Here we
summarize their result in Table 3.2 The oscillatory moments and Lee-Yang plots
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(a) TASSO collaboration’s
√
s = 14 GeV, n = 2 to 26
(b) TASSO collaboration’s
√
s = 22 GeV, n = 2 to 28
(c) TASSO collaboration’s
√
s = 34.8 GeV, n = 2 to 36
(d) TASSO collaboration’s
√
s = 43.6 GeV, n = 2 to 38
Figure 3.3: Plot Hq againts q and its corresponding Lee-Yang zeros plot at respective
√
s.
The lines are drawn only as a guidance.
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(a) AMY collaboration’s
√
s = 57 GeV, n = 2 to 40
(b) DELPHI collaboration’s
√
s = 91 GeV, n = 4 to 52
(c) OPAL collaboration’s
√
s = 133 GeV, n = 6 to 54
(d) OPAL collaboration’s
√
s = 161 GeV, n = 8 to 56
Figure 3.4: Plot Hq againts q and its corresponding Lee-Yang zeros plot at respective
√
s.
The lines are drawn only as a guidance.
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(a) OPAL collaboration’s
√
s = 172 GeV, n = 8 to 62
(b) OPAL collaboration’s
√
s = 183 GeV, n = 8 to 62
(c) OPAL collaboration’s
√
s = 189 GeV, n = 8 to 62
Figure 3.5: Plot Hq againts q and its corresponding Lee-Yang zeros plot at respective
√
s.
The lines are drawn only as a guidance.
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√
s (GeV) n k k′ C2 C3 C4 C5 χ
2/N
30.4 10.54 9.11 0.50 1.18 1.60 2.44 4.09 1.28 (17)
44.5 12.08 7.66 0.50 1.19 1.63 2.51 4.28 0.48 (19)
52.6 12.76 6.58 0.50 1.20 1.68 2.66 4.68 0.26 (21)
62.6 13.63 7.10 0.50 1.19 1.62 2.50 4.24 1.46 (20)
Table 3.2: GMD parameters for pp ISR energies
of ISR data is shown in Fig.3.6.
It is apparent that, like NBD, a single GMD may not fit well to the mul-
tiplicity distribution at high scattering energy
√
s due to the appearance of the
”shoulder” structure at the tail of the distribution as mentioned earlier. Although
it is not very clear from the literature at what
√
s this structure becomes signifi-
cant enough to be taken into account in the analysis, Ugoccioni and Giovannini
used weigthed superposition of 2 NBDs to describe experimental data as low as
√
s = 91 GeV[31]. As indicated by the χ2-values in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, a
single GMD can still fit in relatively well up to
√
s = 189 GeV. Hence, we use
a single GMD to fit the available e+e− data as well as ISR data. However, for
subsequent analysis of UA5’s pp and LHC’s pp collision at 200 GeV and above,
we decided to use a superposition of weighted GMDs.
Gaisser and Halzen[32] suggested that the apparent violation is a result of
two scattering events, namely soft (without minijet) and semi-hard (with minijet)
scattering, playing a role in the multiparticle dynamics, which Giovannini applied
to NBD[8]-[13]. In terms of our GMD scenario (parameterized by n, k, and k′),
the total distribution is thus given by the superposition of 2 GMDs, one for soft
and the other for semihard term respectively
Ptotal = αPGMD(nsoft, ksoft, k
′
soft) (3.1)
+(1− α)PGMD(nsemihard, ksemihard, k′semihard)
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(a)
√
s = 30.4 GeV, n = 2 to 34
(b)
√
s = 44.5 GeV, n = 2 to 38
(c)
√
s = 52.6 GeV, n = 2 to 42
(d)
√
s = 62.6 GeV, n = 2 to 40
Figure 3.6: Plots of Hq againts q and its corresponding Lee-Yang zeros plot at respective
√
s.
The lines are drawn only as a guidance.
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where α is the weightage factor that depends on the energy
√
s. As more semihard
events will occur as the energy goes higher, α decreases as
√
s increases.
Thus, we proceed to our study in the same manner as in the LEP case, but
now using the experimental data taken from UA5 collaboration for 200, 546 and
900 GeV[33],[34], before extending the prediction to LHC case of 14 TeV.
However, there are few parameters which have to be determined in Eq.(3.1).
Following Giovannini and Ugoccioni[12], the multiplicity mean of the soft (nsoft)
and semihard (nsemihard) event can be computed by extrapolating the existing
SPS data (200, 546 and 900 GeV) and UA1 analysis on minijets
nsoft(
√










s is the scattering energy in GeV, and ntotal is given by quadratic fit
ntotal(
√
s) = 3.01− 0.474 ln(√s) + 0.754 ln2(√s) (3.4)
Since ntotal = αsoftnsoft + (1− αsoft)nsemihard, we can compute αsoft as
α = 1 +
nsoft − ntotal












as shown in Fig.3.7.
Tab.3.3 summarizes the parameter values computed using Eq.(3.2)-Eq.(3.6)
3.2 Proton - Proton (pp) and Proton - Antiproton (pp) 21
Figure 3.7: ksoft is computed by extrapolating k values from ISR and SPS data
while the KNO plots are shown in Fig.3.8. k′semihard at 14 TeV is left blank,
√






200 0.901 19.47 41.74 2.16 2.00 2.16 4 0.61(37)
546 0.796 24.21 52.39 1.45 2.00 1.45 8 5.35(57)
900 0.740 26.57 57.76 1.25 2.00 1.25 12 2.97(63)
14000 0.431 39.52 88.16 0.70 2.00 0.70
Table 3.3: GMD parameters for SPS and LHC energy range
however, as we are going to vary this parameter in our computational study.
At considerably high
√
s, we assume ksemihard to be comparable to ksoft. This
will especially be true at LHC scattering energy range, because we do not expect
the difference between ksemihard and ksoft to be significant at very high scattering
energy.
From previous study [22],[36], we expect k′soft value to be saturated to 2.00
at relatively high scattering energy. We also expect k′semihard to be saturated at
some value. However, we have the flexibility of adjusting k′semihard parameter
to some higher integer (> 2.00) because the mean multiplicity for the semihard
event generally is higher, causing the overall semihard plot to be shifted more to
the right in the KNO scale, allowing us to set the minimum n value for semihard
distribution to be larger than 2 (recall that n > k′).
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(a)
√
s = 200 GeV, k′semihard = 4, n = 4 to 76
(b)
√
s = 546 GeV, k′semihard = 8, n = 8 to 120
(c)
√
s = 900 GeV, k′semihard = 12, n = 12 to 136
Figure 3.8: KNO plots of GMD against experimental data for UA5’s
√
s = 200, 546 and 900
GeV
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From the Lee-Yang zeros perspective, the transition is shown by the for-
mation of a ”ear”-like structure at the two ends of the circle near the real axis.
Comparing these Lee-Yang circles to the ones from e+e− case, the e+e− Lee-Yang
plots generally appear to be more oval, and the ”ear” of the Lee-Yang zeros (i.e.
the tail of zeros from the upper-half and the lower-half of the plots) does not
seem to converge, while the ”ear” in pp and pp Lee-Yang plots converges.
As the scattering energy goes higher, the semihard component becomes more
significant. As a result, a ”shoulder”-like structure starts to appear accordingly.
Meanwhile, Lee and Yang suggested that when the zeros do converge, it is an
indication of an ongoing phase transition, in which the transition occurs at the
point of convergence[16]. Hence, it is understood that the converging Lee-Yang
zeros in UA5 data hints at a transition from soft to semihard scattering. Such
transition, however, is not noticed in the e+e− Lee-Yang plots at
√
s < 91 GeV as
no convergence point is yet noticed, indicating that the soft events mostly, if not
purely, dominate at this energy range. At
√
s = 91 GeV an obvious ”shoulder”-
like structure starts to develop, although a single GMD function can still describe
the data relatively well. Only at
√
s = 200 GeV, we need to apply a weighted
superposition of 2 GMDs to produce an acceptable fit.
It is interesting, however, to note that the moments amplitude of ISR mul-
tiplicity at
√
s ≈ 30− 40 GeV is more comparable to the rest of hadron-hadron
moments amplitude at much higher energy range (200 GeV to 14 TeV), rather
than to its electron-positron counterpart from TASSO at the same energy range
(see Fig.3.3(c),(d) and Fig.3.6(a),(b)). Same thing goes for OPAL’s
√
s = 189
GeV multiplicity and UA5’s
√
s = 200 GeV (see Fig.3.5(c) and Fig.3.8(a)). No-
tice that at
√
s ≈ 30 − 40 GeV, the ”shoulder” structure has not manifested
clearly yet, and hence, we can use a single GMD to fit in the experimental data,
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(a)
√
s = 14 TeV, k′semihard = 6, n = 6 to 200
(b)
√
s = 14 TeV, k′semihard = 8, n = 8 to 200
(c)
√
s = 14 TeV, k′semihard = 10, n = 10 to 200
Figure 3.9: Left: KNO-scaled plot of ntotalP (n) againts n/ntotal (Legend: red •: soft event,
blue +: semihard event, green ♦: superposition of weighted soft and semihard event). Middle:
Hq againts q plot; lines are drawn only as a guidance. Right: Lee-Yang zeros plot in complex
plane. N = 100
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while we have to use a superposition of 2 GMDs to fit in the experimental data
for hadron-hadron collision at
√
s ≥ 200 GeV, for at such energy range the struc-
ture is too significant to neglect. We suspect this phenomenon as an indication
that hadron-hadron multiplicities have a common characteristic across all energy
ranges, which essentially distinguishes them from electron-positron multiplicities
at the same energy range.
In some of the figures, we notice increase of Hq moments amplitude as energy
increases (e.g. the moments as shown in Fig.3.4 and Fig.3.5). Yet, it is not very
conclusive as some irregulaties are also found, i.e. decrease in amplitude as energy
increases, for example in
√
s = 161 GeV (Fig.3.4(d)) and
√
s = 172 (Fig.3.5(a)),
despite the fact that both data were originated from OPAL collaboration.
Throughout our investigation, though, we notice a consistent evolution of
the Lee-Yang zeros plots with increasing energy. For one thing, the zeros are
evolving from an oval-like at TASSO energy range (14-57 GeV), to a unit circle
at UA5 eenergy range and above (≥ 200 GeV). In particular, the Lee-Yang plot
of ISR’s pp multiplicity data at
√
s ≈ 30 − 40 GeV bare more resemblance to
TASSO’s e+e− data at the same energy range (Fig.3.3(c),(d) and Fig.3.6(a),(b)),
but it is not the case for their moments amplitude as pointed out earlier.
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4 Conclusions
In the beginning part of this work, we gave the the derivation of General-
ized Multiplicity Distribution. We highlighted that GMD has three parameters,
namely n, k, and k′. n is the mean multiplicity which can be given directly
from experiment. Whereas k and k′, being related to the initial average num-
ber of quarks and glouns respectively, are determined by best-fitting GMD with
experimental data.
After investigating through all the e+e− multiplicity distribution data, we
concluded that a single GMD still gives a reasonably good fit for all wide range
of data from
√
s as low as 14 GeV to 189 GeV, even though a slight ”shoulder”
start developing at 133 GeV. While, we show that weighted Generalized Mul-
tiplicity Distribution is able to reproduce the ”shoulder”-like structure, which
becomes significant at relatively high scattering energy (> 200 GeV). The phe-
nomenon appears as a result of semihard event that becomes more significant as
the scattering energy increases. As the energy reaches 14 TeV, the contribution
from the semihard component may be more significant that it may change the
overall shape of the distribution function, from ”shoulder”-like to a ”camel-back”
like structure.
The change in the KNO-plot is accompanied by the formation of an ”ear”-
like structure in the Lee-Yang zeros plot. This formation of ”ear”-like structure
can be the sign of ongoing phase transition that requires further investigation.
Such phase transition, if exists, would be characterized by the appearance of
minijets structure during the scattering events, as the distribution curves shift
from soft-dominated (no minijets) to semihard-dominated (with minijets) events.
In relation to our original interpretation of k and k′ in GMD (which refer to
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the number of quarks and glouns respectively), we note that as
√
s increases, k
decreases while k′ increases. This implies that as the scattering energy increases,
the scattering is becoming less dominated by the quarks, while the glouns is
becoming more dominant. Due to the constraint k′ < n in GMD probability
function Eq.(2.20), k′ is saturated at 2.00, while k has dropped significantly (see
Table 3.1 and Table 3.3 above). However, the fact that k is still higher than k′
indicates that scattering events are dominated by quarks at LEP energy range.
Despite its achievement, however, the phenomenological GMD, as in the
case of NBD, is not yet directly derivable from pertubative QCD. The best we
could conclude is that the transition from soft to semihard component is car-
ried by the transition from quark-dominating events at low scattering energy to
gluon-dominating events at high scattering energy, which is manifested in the de-
velopment of ”shoulder” structure in the multiplicity distribution and the ”ear”
structure in the Lee-Yang plot. These stuctures may hint at the presence of new
underlying mechanism, or even of new exotic particles to that extent, of which
exact theoretical treatment still eludes us at this moment.
We are also wondering as to what extend the properties of the distribution’s
oscillating moments are related to our interpretation of multiparticle production
in terms of quarks and gluons. While multiplicity data reflect very much their
respective energies, it seems to us that the oscillating moments actually reflect
on the type of collisions, i.e. whether it is a electron-positron (e+e−) or a hadron-
hadron (pp and pp) type of collision, rather than the energy
√
s of the collision.
We note, instead, that the amplitude of Hq moments of hadron-hadron collision is
usually one to two order larger than its electron-positron counterpart at the same
energy range. The Hq moments amplitude of e
+e− collisions remains more or less
having the same magnitude despite of increasing energy from 14 GeV to 189 GeV.
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Meanwhile, the Hq moments amplitude of pp at SPS energy resemble those of
LHC energy, despite the later being more than one order of magnitude more
energetic than the former. Thus, we have yet a conclusive correlation between
the oscillating moments and the ”ear” structure of Lee-Yang zeros.
Bearing in mind, however, that our result on LHC’s 14 TeV case is based
solely on computational work, we are eagerly waiting for the LHC’s real pp scat-
tering data at 14 TeV to see what real experimental data at would tell us and
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Appendices
A Lee-Yang Theory of Phase Transition
Lee and Yang were trying to develop a theory of equations of state and phase
transition of gas particles. Consider a box of volume V , kept constant at constant
temperature T , and is allowed to exchange particles with the environment at
a given chemical potential µ. Hence, we are dealing with a grand-canonical
ensemble. In doing so, they also assumed the following:
1. Each atom has impenetrable core a, where U(r) = ∞ for r ≤ a. This
implies that there can only be a finite number of atoms inside the system
of volume V .
2. Interaction between atoms can only happen over a finite length b only, hence
U(r) = 0 for r ≥ b.
3. Atoms are interacting in pairs only.
4. U(r) is nowhere −∞
From statistical mechanics, the grand partition function of such system con-











Notice that the ZN is essentially a polynomial of degree N . Hence, by setting
it to 0 and solve the polynomials, we can get all the solutions (roots), namely the
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Lee-Yang zeros.
Also from statistical mechanics course, we learnt that other thermodynamical
quantities, such as pressure p and average number density ρ (at thermodynamical


















To ensure that the thermodynamical quantities do converge at thermody-
namical limit, Lee and Yang came up with the following theorems
 Theorem 1: For all positive real value of z,
1
V
log ZN approaches a limit
which is independent of the shape of V , as V →∞.
 Theorem 2: If in the complex z-plane a region R containing a segment of














log ZN , . . .
approaches a limit which are analytic with respect to z, as V →∞.
The complete proofs of the theorem can be found in the original paper by Lee
and Yang[16]
Two possible scenarios were then discussed:
1. The solutions of ZN = 0 do not close in onto the positive real axis of complex
z-plane as V → ∞ (i.e. there exists a region R which contains the whole
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positive real axis and free from roots. This describes a single phase system
where no phase transition occurs.
2. The solutions of ZN = 0 do close in onto the positive real axis of complex
z-plane as V →∞, for example at point z = t1, t2, and regions R1, R2, and
R3 free of roots. This describes a system undergoing phase transition at
the points on the positive real axis onto which the solutions of ZN = 0 close
in as V →∞.
In short, Lee and Yang showed that the roots of this polynomial would lie
on a circle centered at the origin of the complex z-plane, without touching the
positive real axis. As V → ∞ (or N → ∞, i.e. at thermodynamical limit) the
solutions will get closer and closer to the real axis, and the distance between two
consecutive roots vanishes.
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Proof. Subtituting f(t = 0, s) = sk
′
to Eq.(2.17), we have
A˜
A








As−B ⇒ s =
uB + 1
uA+ 1









































m ln(As− B) + ln f from Eq.(2.17)
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 k + k
′ − 1 +m











 k + k
′ − 1 +m
k + k′ − 1

 e−At(k+k′)(1− e−At)msm+k′
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 k + n− 1
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with n = (k′ + k)eAt − k. And comparing this with Eq.(2.11), we have
Pn =
(n+ k − 1)!
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C Maple Program
C.1 Lee-Yang Zeros for Single GMD
This MAPLE program is to compute Lee Yang zeros of e+e− generating function
with single GMD at
√








P_GMD := n -> (n+k_GMD-1)!/((n-K_GMD)!*(K_GMD+k_GMD-1)!)*
((n_mean-K_GMD)/(n_mean+k_GMD))^(n-K_GMD)*
((K_GMD+k_GMD)/(n_mean+k_GMD))^(k_GMD+K_GMD);
points := [[(2*n)/n_mean, n_mean*P_GMD(2*n)] $n=1..N]:
no_scale := [[(2*n), P_GMD(2*n)] $n=1..N]:
logplotA := logplot(points, style= point, color=black, symbol=cross):
plotA := pointplot(no_scale, color=black, symbol=cross):
G_GMD := sum(’z^(2*n) * P_GMD(2*n)’, ’n’ = 1..N):
Pts_GMD := fsolve(G_GMD = 0, z, complex);
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C.2 Oscillatory Moments for Single GMD
This MAPLE program is to compute the factorial moments, cumulant moments
and their ratio of ISR’s pp multiplicity distribution with single GMD at
√
s=62.6








P_GMD := n -> (n+k_GMD-1)!/((n-K_GMD)!*(K_GMD+k_GMD-1)!)*
((n_mean-K_GMD)/(n_mean+k_GMD))^(n-K_GMD)*
((K_GMD+k_GMD)/(n_mean+k_GMD))^(k_GMD+K_GMD);
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G_GMD := sum(’(z)^(2*n) * P_GMD(2*n)’, ’n’ = 1..N):
#normalization factor
norm_factor := eval(G_GMD, z=1);
#theoretical mean
GMD_mean := eval(sum(’(2*n)*P_GMD(2*n)’, ’n’ = 1..N))/norm_factor;
q_max := 20:
F_GMD := m -> (1/GMD_mean)^m*eval(diff(G_GMD/norm_factor, z$m), z=1):
F_array := array(1..q_max):
for i from 1 to q_max do
F_array[i] := F_GMD(i)
end do:
K_GMD := n -> combine(piecewise(n=0,0,n>0,F_array[n]-sum(’binomial((n-1),m)*
K_GMD(n-m)*F_array[m]’, ’m’ = 1..(n-1)))):
K_array := array(1..q_max):
for i from 1 to q_max do
K_array[i] := K_GMD(i)
end do;
F_plot := [[q, ln(F_array[q])] $q=1..q_max];
K_plot := [[q, ln(abs(K_array[q]))] $q=1..q_max];
H_GMD := [[q, K_array[q]/F_array[q]] $q=1..q_max];
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Fpoints := plot(F_plot, x=0..q_max, y=0..14, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "ln Fq"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Kpoints := plot(K_plot, x=0..q_max, y=-8..12, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "ln|Kq|"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Hpoints := plot(H_GMD, x=0..q_max, y=-0.01..0.01, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "Hq"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Flines := plot(F_plot, x=0..q_max, y=0..14, style=line, symbol=diamond,
color=black):
Klines := plot(K_plot, x=0..q_max, y=-8..12, style=line, symbol=diamond,
color=black):





C.3 Lee-Yang Zeros for weighted GMD
This MAPLE program is to compute Lee Yang zeros of pp generating function
with a weighted superposition of 2 GMDs for UA5’s
√
s=900 GeV, k′soft=2.00,
k′semihard=12 and N=68. Other parameters were computed based on equation in
[12].
restart;
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with(plots):
s := 900; #GeV
#equations were taken from PRD 59, by Giovannini
n_soft := evalf(-5.54 + 4.72*ln(s));
n_semi := evalf(2*n_soft + 0.1*(ln(s))^2);
n_total := evalf(3.01 - 0.474*ln(s) + 0.754*(ln(s))^2);
alpha := evalf(1+(n_soft-n_total)/(n_soft+0.1*(ln(s))^2));






# soft component #####
Nsoft := 68:
P_soft := n -> (n+k_soft-1)!/((n-K_soft)!*(K_soft+k_soft-1)!)*
((n_soft-K_soft)/(n_soft+k_soft))^(n-K_soft)*
((K_soft+k_soft)/(n_soft+k_soft))^(k_soft+K_soft):
pointsA := [[(2*n)/n_total, alpha*n_total*P_soft(2*n)] $n=1..Nsoft]:
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no_scaleA := [[(2*n), alpha*P_soft(2*n)] $n=1..Nsoft]:
logplotA := logplot(pointsA, color=red, style=point, symbol=cross):
plotA := pointplot(no_scaleA, color=red, symbol=cross):
#############################################################
# semihard component #####
Nsemi := Nsoft:
semi_min := 6: #minimum value of n (n>K_semi)
P_semi := n -> (n+k_semi-1)!/((n-K_semi)!*(K_semi+k_semi-1)!)*
((n_semi-K_semi)/(n_semi+k_semi))^(n-K_semi)*
((K_semi+k_semi)/(n_semi+k_semi))^(k_semi+K_semi):
pointsB := [[(2*n)/n_total, (1-alpha)*n_total*P_semi(2*n)] $n=semi_min..Nsemi]:
no_scaleB := [[(2*n), (1-alpha)*P_semi(2*n)] $n=semi_min..Nsemi]:
logplotB := logplot(pointsB, color=blue, style=point, symbol=point):
plotB := pointplot(no_scaleB, color=blue, symbol=point):
# KNO Plot ##################################################
pointsC := [[2*n/n_total, alpha*n_total*P_soft(2*n)+(1-alpha)*
n_total*P_semi(2*n)] $n=semi_min..Nsoft]:
no_scaleC := [[2*n, alpha*P_soft(2*n)+(1-alpha)*P_semi(2*n)] $n=semi_min..Nsoft]:
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logplotC := logplot(pointsC, color=green, style=point, symbol=diamond):
plotC := pointplot(no_scaleC, color=green, symbol=diamond):
display(logplotA, logplotB, logplotC);
display(plotA, plotB, plotC);
# Lee-Yang Zeros plot #######################################
G_GMDC := sum(’z^(2*n)*(alpha*P_soft(2*n)+(1-alpha)*P_semi(2*n))’, ’n’ = 2..Nsoft):
Pts_GMDC := fsolve(G_GMDC = 0, z, complex):
Plot_GMDC := complexplot([Pts_GMDC], x=-1.5..1.5, y=-1.2..1.2,
style=point, color=black, symbol=point):
display(Plot_GMDC);
C.4 Oscillatory Moments for Weighted GMD
This MAPLE program is to compute the factorial moments, cumulant moments





semihard=10 and N=100. Other parameters were computed based
on equation in [12].
restart;
with(plots):
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s := 14000; #GeV
#equations were taken from PRD 59, by Giovannini
n_soft := evalf(-5.54 + 4.72*ln(s));
n_semi := evalf(2*n_soft + 0.1*(ln(s))^2);
n_total := evalf(3.01 - 0.474*ln(s) + 0.754*(ln(s))^2);
alpha := evalf(1+(n_soft-n_total)/(n_soft+0.1*(ln(s))^2));






# soft component #####
Nsoft := 100:




# semihard component #####
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Nsemi := Nsoft:




P_GMD := n -> alpha*P_soft(n)+(1-alpha)*P_semi(n):
G_GMD := sum(’z^(2*n) * P_GMD(2*n)’, ’n’ = 5..Nsoft):
#normalization factor
norm_factor := evalf(eval(G_GMD, z=1));
#theoretical mean
GMD_mean := evalf(sum(’(2*n)*P_GMD(2*n)’, ’n’ = 5..Nsoft))/norm_factor;
q_max := 20;
F_GMD := m -> (1/GMD_mean)^m*eval(diff(G_GMD/norm_factor, z$m), z=1):
F_array := array(1..q_max):
for i from 1 to q_max do
F_array[i] := evalf(F_GMD(i))
end do:
K_GMD := n -> combine(piecewise(n=0, 0, n>0, F_array[n] - sum(’binomial((n-1),m)*
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K_GMD(n-m)*F_array[m]’, ’m’ = 1..(n-1)))):
K_array := array(1..q_max):
for i from 1 to q_max do
K_array[i] := evalf(K_GMD(i))
end do;
F_plot := [[q, ln(F_array[q])] $q=1..q_max];
K_plot := [[q, ln(abs(K_array[q]))] $q=1..q_max];
H_GMD := [[q, K_array[q]/F_array[q]] $q=1..q_max];
Fpoints := plot(F_plot, x=0..q_max, y=0..14, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "ln Fq"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Kpoints := plot(K_plot, x=0..q_max, y=-8..20, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "ln|Kq|"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Hpoints := plot(H_GMD, x=0..q_max, y=-0.1..0.1, style=point, symbol=diamond,
color=black, labels=["q", "Hq"], labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL]):
Flines := plot(F_plot, x=0..q_max, y=0..14, style=line, symbol=diamond,
color=black):
Klines := plot(K_plot, x=0..q_max, y=-8..12, style=line, symbol=diamond,
color=black):








The followings are mutlplicity data for TASSO’s
√
s = 14, 22, 34.8 and 43.6 GeV,
AMY’s
√
s = 57 GeV, DELPHI’s
√
s= 91 GeV for e+e− collision; and UA5’s
√
s
= 200, 546 and 900 GeV for pp collision.
14 GeV
n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 1.65
k 38
2 0.5783 0.18 0.005783006 0.011566012 0.001961762 0.003923429 0.007846859
4 5.3986 0.4449 0.053986054 0.215944216 0.026539084 0.05307688 0.21230752
6 16.4745 0.723 0.164745165 0.988470988 0.086072998 0.172141818 1.03285091
8 26.6517 0.9146 0.266517267 2.132138132 0.131281016 0.262555662 2.100445295
10 25.0602 0.8596 0.250602251 2.506022506 0.121026681 0.242047489 2.420474892
12 14.9795 0.6175 0.14979515 1.797541798 0.076977499 0.153951263 1.847415162
14 6.7216 0.3885 0.067216067 0.941024941 0.036647004 0.07329223 1.026091225
16 2.6178 0.2336 0.026178026 0.418848419 0.01379691 0.027593151 0.441490422
18 0.8703 0.1306 0.008703009 0.156654157 0.00427277 0.008545332 0.153815974
20 0.4682 0.1159 0.004682005 0.093640094 0.001121074 0.002242093 0.044841856
22 0.1463 0.0606 0.001463001 0.032186032 0.000254956 0.000509901 0.011217813
24 0.0262 0.0208 0.000262 0.006288006 5.11763E-05 0.00010235 0.002456404
26 0.0067 0.0097 6.70001E-05 0.001742002 9.20053E-06 1.84006E-05 0.000478416









n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 1.58
k 32
2 0.1631 0.0895 0.001630995 0.00326199 0.000512093 0.00102422 0.002048439
4 1.7797 0.2557 0.017796947 0.071187786 0.008946927 0.017894431 0.071577724
6 7.8243 0.5185 0.078242765 0.469456592 0.039775098 0.079552762 0.477316571
8 16.7981 0.7497 0.167980496 1.343843968 0.085468614 0.170942743 1.367541944
10 22.9196 0.8749 0.229195312 2.291953124 0.113192077 0.226391459 2.263914587
12 21.556 0.8322 0.215559353 2.58671224 0.10507434 0.210155461 2.521865533
14 14.5702 0.6494 0.145701563 2.039821881 0.074004083 0.148012941 2.072181177
16 8.216 0.4705 0.082159754 1.314556056 0.041713354 0.0834294 1.3348704
18 3.6614 0.2927 0.03661389 0.659050023 0.019549535 0.039100331 0.70380595
20 1.6538 0.1931 0.01653795 0.330759008 0.007838272 0.01567705 0.313541006
22 0.5892 0.1048 0.005891982 0.129623611 0.002748376 0.005496929 0.120932436
24 0.1637 0.0513 0.001636995 0.039287882 0.000857549 0.001715154 0.041163686
26 0.0697 0.0312 0.000696998 0.018121946 0.000241474 0.000482964 0.012557067
28 0.0355 0.0253 0.000354999 0.00993997 6.2076E-05 0.000124156 0.003476371









n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 1.8
k 25
2 0.0447 0.0455 0.000447 0.000893999 9.61268E-05 0.000192255 0.000384509
4 0.5733 0.0759 0.005732994 0.022931977 0.002561343 0.005122717 0.020490868
6 3.1675 0.1424 0.031674968 0.19004981 0.015427416 0.030855019 0.185130115
8 8.3797 0.2133 0.083796916 0.67037533 0.04416877 0.088338075 0.706704597
10 15.313 0.2897 0.153129847 1.531298469 0.078102923 0.15620679 1.5620679
12 19.7927 0.3349 0.197926802 2.375121625 0.097578762 0.195158704 2.341904444
14 19.245 0.3312 0.192449808 2.694297306 0.093426104 0.186853339 2.615946745
16 14.4335 0.2843 0.144334856 2.309357691 0.072349583 0.144700042 2.315200667
18 9.1819 0.2231 0.091818908 1.652740347 0.047077788 0.094156146 1.69481062
20 5.0623 0.1627 0.050622949 1.012458988 0.026475417 0.052951155 1.059023105
22 2.7161 0.1189 0.027160973 0.597541402 0.013148192 0.026296543 0.578523944
24 1.2348 0.0803 0.012347988 0.296351704 0.005864375 0.011728822 0.281491723
26 0.5173 0.0519 0.005172995 0.134497866 0.002381168 0.004762364 0.123821466
28 0.1977 0.0326 0.001976998 0.055355945 0.000889953 0.001779917 0.049837676
30 0.0831 0.0213 0.000830999 0.024929975 0.000308976 0.000617955 0.018538649
32 0.04 0.0155 0.0004 0.012799987 0.000100413 0.000200828 0.006426481
34 0.0132 0.0084 0.000132 0.004487996 3.0746E-05 6.14923E-05 0.00209074
36 0.0043 0.0055 4.3E-05 0.001547998 8.91935E-06 1.78388E-05 0.000642197









n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 21
2 0.0328 0.0357 0.000327999 0.000655998 3.18634E-05 6.37283E-05 0.000127457
4 0.3446 0.1505 0.00344599 0.013783959 0.001155525 0.002311104 0.009244416
6 2.2958 0.2682 0.022957931 0.137747587 0.008224121 0.01644863 0.098691778
8 5.1983 0.3303 0.051982844 0.415862752 0.027231289 0.054463859 0.435710869
10 10.778 0.4604 0.107779677 1.077796767 0.055587555 0.111177723 1.111777232
12 15.7378 0.5594 0.157377528 1.888530334 0.080505375 0.161014535 1.93217442
14 17.7662 0.5933 0.177661467 2.487260538 0.089912887 0.179830003 2.517620041
16 16.4074 0.5626 0.164073508 2.625176124 0.081789819 0.163583483 2.617335735
18 12.3672 0.4756 0.123671629 2.226089322 0.062958079 0.125919118 2.266544132
20 8.6055 0.3927 0.086054742 1.721094837 0.042172834 0.084347651 1.68695301
22 5.2095 0.2972 0.052094844 1.146086562 0.025110796 0.050222773 1.104900995
24 2.9188 0.2171 0.029187912 0.700509898 0.013511942 0.02702452 0.648588473
26 1.3995 0.1416 0.013994958 0.363868908 0.006657745 0.013315804 0.346210905
28 0.6002 0.0934 0.006001982 0.168055496 0.003036205 0.006072552 0.17003147
30 0.2374 0.0592 0.002373993 0.071219786 0.001292866 0.002585793 0.077573782
32 0.0591 0.0265 0.000590998 0.018911943 0.000517828 0.001035681 0.0331418
34 0.0264 0.0182 0.000263999 0.008975973 0.000196301 0.000392611 0.013348767
36 0.0047 0.0091 4.69999E-05 0.001691995 7.0804E-05 0.000141611 0.00509801
38 0.0111 0.0217 0.000111 0.004217987 2.441E-05 4.88212E-05 0.001855207









n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 25
2 0.0031 0.0012 3.16187E-05 6.32375E-05 5.86013E-06 1.17209E-05 2.34417E-05
4 0.05 0.005 0.00050998 0.002039919 0.000286989 0.000574009 0.002296035
6 0.59 0.27 0.006017762 0.036106569 0.002695696 0.005391672 0.032350031
8 2.35 0.71 0.02396905 0.191752403 0.011548573 0.023098346 0.184786765
10 6.33 0.86 0.064563442 0.64563442 0.029977828 0.059958769 0.59958769
12 11.19 1.12 0.114133478 1.369601736 0.05437449 0.108754628 1.305055535
14 15.03 1.17 0.153299926 2.146198968 0.075036677 0.150081147 2.101136054
16 15.66 0.87 0.159725672 2.555610747 0.083328546 0.166665747 2.66665195
18 14.04 0.91 0.143202326 2.577641874 0.077460931 0.154929907 2.788738333
20 11.64 1.24 0.118723296 2.374465924 0.062051091 0.124108627 2.482172534
22 8.23 1.08 0.083942674 1.846738832 0.043792846 0.087590241 1.926985305
24 5.75 1.04 0.058647676 1.407544233 0.027705583 0.055414044 1.329937055
26 3.61 0.94 0.036820541 0.95733407 0.01593167 0.031864995 0.82848987
28 1.84 0.49 0.018767256 0.52548318 0.008421481 0.016843837 0.471627426
30 1.15 0.52 0.011729535 0.351886058 0.004130506 0.008261442 0.24784326
32 0.37 0.23 0.00377385 0.120763215 0.001894531 0.003789259 0.121256297
34 0.14 0.05 0.001427943 0.048550076 0.000818013 0.00163611 0.055627741
36 0.05 0.1 0.00050998 0.018359273 0.000334378 0.00066879 0.024076448
38 0.01 0.1 0.000101996 0.003875846 0.000130034 0.000260081 0.009883061
40 0.01 0.1 0.000101996 0.004079838 4.83123E-05 9.66296E-05 0.003865183









n Pn Expt Error Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 15.57
4 0.025 0.008 0.00025 0.001 0.000103165 0.000206343 0.000825372
6 0.155 0.04 0.00155 0.0093 0.000943494 0.001887109 0.011322653
8 0.674 0.055 0.00674 0.05392 0.004174099 0.008348736 0.066789886
10 2.28 0.16 0.0228 0.228 0.011768004 0.023537522 0.235375221
12 4.85 0.28 0.0485 0.582 0.024218424 0.048439966 0.581279587
14 8.22 0.44 0.0822 1.1508 0.039398734 0.07880254 1.103235555
16 11.1 0.58 0.111 1.776 0.053348345 0.106703558 1.70725693
18 12.9 0.66 0.129 2.322 0.062311092 0.124630206 2.243343708
20 13.1 0.67 0.131 2.62 0.064425526 0.128859345 2.577186901
22 11.7 0.6 0.117 2.574 0.060123813 0.120255365 2.645618031
24 9.79 0.51 0.0979 2.3496 0.051411312 0.102829241 2.467901793
26 7.53 0.4 0.0753 1.9578 0.040761858 0.081528964 2.119753068
28 5.76 0.31 0.0576 1.6128 0.030254335 0.060512564 1.694351792
30 4.14 0.23 0.0414 1.242 0.021186505 0.042375737 1.271272114
32 2.93 0.17 0.0293 0.9376 0.014089275 0.028180364 0.901771635
34 1.88 0.11 0.0188 0.6392 0.00894626 0.017893673 0.608384869
36 1.22 0.08 0.0122 0.4392 0.005449089 0.010898879 0.39235963
38 0.755 0.056 0.00755 0.2869 0.003196331 0.006393073 0.242936789
40 0.478 0.1 0.00478 0.1912 0.001811779 0.003623792 0.144951687
42 0.251 0.06 0.00251 0.10542 0.000995338 0.001990804 0.083613781
44 0.143 0.035 0.00143 0.06292 0.00053134 0.001062748 0.046760901
46 0.082 0.021 0.00082 0.03772 0.000276248 0.000552532 0.025416478
48 0.02 0.006 0.0002 0.0096 0.000140161 0.00028034 0.013456343
50 0.011 0.017 0.00011 0.0055 6.95241E-05 0.000139057 0.006952853
52 0.006 0.005 0.00006 0.00312 3.37688E-05 6.7542E-05 0.003512185









n Pn Expt (%) Error (%) Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 12.15
6 0.033 0.118 0.00032999 0.001979941 0.000662196 0.001325194 0.007951164
8 0.39 0.43 0.003899883 0.031199064 0.00280177 0.005606936 0.044855488
10 1.51 1.01 0.015099547 0.15099547 0.007786672 0.015582783 0.155827826
12 2.86 0.84 0.028599142 0.343189704 0.016201533 0.032422705 0.389072459
14 5.54 1.2 0.055398338 0.775576733 0.027224463 0.054481926 0.762746965
16 8.8 1.5 0.08799736 1.407957761 0.038783901 0.077614812 1.241836984
18 11.2 1.5 0.11199664 2.015939522 0.048426069 0.096910836 1.744395044
20 11.3 1.8 0.11299661 2.259932202 0.054278167 0.108622125 2.172442503
22 10.8 1.7 0.10799676 2.375928722 0.055594023 0.111255432 2.447619502
24 10.1 1.6 0.10099697 2.423927282 0.052750208 0.105564356 2.533544535
26 8.9 1.7 0.08899733 2.313930582 0.046867764 0.093792337 2.438600769
28 6.96 1.12 0.069597912 1.948741538 0.039328665 0.078705 2.203740013
30 5.29 0.86 0.052898413 1.586952391 0.031388084 0.062814215 1.884426441
32 4.25 1.14 0.042498725 1.359959201 0.023963263 0.047955572 1.534578307
34 3.46 0.93 0.034598962 1.176364709 0.017585097 0.035191508 1.196511285
36 2.49 0.76 0.024899253 0.896373109 0.012454529 0.024924155 0.897269579
38 1.84 0.72 0.018399448 0.699179025 0.008542768 0.01709589 0.649643838
40 1.55 0.87 0.015499535 0.619981401 0.005691829 0.011390558 0.455622317
42 1.13 1.15 0.011299661 0.474585762 0.003693234 0.007390945 0.310419708
44 0.55 0.53 0.005499835 0.24199274 0.002339051 0.004680937 0.205961249
46 0.3 0.39 0.00299991 0.13799586 0.001448794 0.002899344 0.133369816
48 0.56 0.77 0.005599832 0.268791936 0.00087915 0.001759365 0.084449502
50 0.09 0.22 0.000899973 0.04499865 0.000523453 0.001047541 0.052377031
52 0 0.17 0 0 0.00030623 0.000612832 0.031867253
54 0.1 0.19 0.00099997 0.05399838 0.000176241 0.000352696 0.019045599









n Pn Expt (%) Error (%) Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 12.26
8 0.24 0.35 0.00240096 0.019207683 0.002174435 0.004355475 0.034843798
10 1.1 0.53 0.011004402 0.110044018 0.00625466 0.012528317 0.125283173
12 2.64 1.05 0.026410564 0.316926771 0.013456701 0.026954276 0.323451316
14 4.79 1.62 0.047919168 0.670868347 0.02336315 0.046797264 0.655161689
16 7.39 1.86 0.073929572 1.182873149 0.034365538 0.068835459 1.101367348
18 9.56 1.68 0.095638255 1.721488595 0.044279321 0.088693138 1.596476491
20 10.3 1.4 0.103041216 2.06082433 0.051189395 0.102534275 2.050685496
22 10.9 1.4 0.109043617 2.398959584 0.054053719 0.108271623 2.381975702
24 10.5 1.5 0.105042017 2.521008403 0.052856188 0.105872924 2.540950178
26 9.33 1.41 0.093337335 2.426770708 0.048380459 0.096907871 2.519604639
28 7.65 1.3 0.076530612 2.142857143 0.041811376 0.083749751 2.344993038
30 6.44 1.21 0.06442577 1.932773109 0.034357237 0.068818832 2.064564952
32 5.17 1.03 0.051720688 1.655062025 0.026999614 0.054081238 1.730599604
34 4.13 0.93 0.041316527 1.404761905 0.020389868 0.040841669 1.38861674
36 3.54 0.85 0.035414166 1.274909964 0.014858107 0.029761344 1.071408382
38 2.29 0.65 0.022909164 0.870548219 0.010483764 0.020999371 0.797976104
40 1.45 0.48 0.014505802 0.580232093 0.007184153 0.014390127 0.575605079
42 0.89 0.37 0.008903561 0.37394958 0.004793625 0.009601811 0.403276074
44 0.55 0.25 0.005502201 0.242096839 0.003121506 0.006252494 0.27510972
46 0.35 0.2 0.003501401 0.161064426 0.001987635 0.003981308 0.183140165
48 0.27 0.21 0.00270108 0.129651861 0.00123977 0.002483305 0.119198656
50 0.16 0.17 0.00160064 0.080032013 0.000758666 0.001519637 0.075981825
52 0.14 0.2 0.00140056 0.072829132 0.000456106 0.000913597 0.047507027
54 0.1 0.14 0.0010004 0.054021609 0.000269726 0.000540271 0.029174613
56 0.08 0.13 0.00080032 0.044817927 0.000157074 0.000314625 0.017618974









n Pn Expt (%) Error (%) Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 14.96
8 0.24 0.47 0.002423508 0.019388064 0.001102095 0.00220536 0.017642883
10 0.68 0.8 0.006866606 0.068666061 0.00365751 0.007318901 0.073189013
12 1.31 0.95 0.013228315 0.158739776 0.00889586 0.01780116 0.213613925
14 3.72 1.48 0.037564374 0.525901242 0.017161954 0.03434212 0.480789678
16 5.81 1.84 0.05866909 0.938705443 0.027639575 0.055308482 0.884935713
18 8.29 2.32 0.083712006 1.506816116 0.038496701 0.077034254 1.386616576
20 10.3 2.28 0.104008886 2.080177724 0.047572134 0.095194751 1.90389502
22 10.12 2 0.102191255 2.248207614 0.053168671 0.106393764 2.340662813
24 10.32 1.83 0.104210845 2.501060285 0.054546596 0.109151077 2.619625859
26 9.1 1.78 0.091891346 2.389174997 0.051971909 0.10399897 2.703973225
28 9.13 1.84 0.092194285 2.581439968 0.046424411 0.092898087 2.60114644
30 7.73 1.64 0.078057154 2.341714632 0.039177996 0.078397569 2.351927061
32 6.32 1.54 0.063819045 2.042209431 0.031435832 0.062905023 2.012960739
34 5.01 1.52 0.05059073 1.720084823 0.024111055 0.048247696 1.640421662
36 3.69 1.54 0.037261436 1.341411693 0.017757542 0.035533928 1.27922142
38 2.42 1.3 0.024437039 0.928607493 0.012606848 0.025227075 0.958628855
40 1.71 1.05 0.017267495 0.690699788 0.008656389 0.017321965 0.692878604
42 1.19 0.76 0.012016561 0.504695547 0.005765438 0.011536994 0.484553732
44 0.55 0.39 0.005553873 0.244370393 0.003734162 0.007472287 0.328780613
46 0.36 0.35 0.003635262 0.167222054 0.002357148 0.004716797 0.216972646
48 0.3 0.51 0.003029385 0.145410482 0.00145301 0.002907561 0.139562929
50 0.35 0.68 0.003534283 0.176714127 0.00087619 0.001753309 0.087665473
52 0.07 0.36 0.000706857 0.036756538 0.000517672 0.001035893 0.053866426
54 0.01 0.3 0.00010098 0.005452893 0.000300086 0.00060049 0.03242646
56 0.02 0.35 0.000201959 0.011309704 0.000170891 0.000341963 0.019149917
58 0.26 0.64 0.002625467 0.152277088 9.57124E-05 0.000191526 0.011108529
60 0.01 0.75 0.00010098 0.00605877 5.27768E-05 0.00010561 0.006336572
62 0.01 0.3 0.00010098 0.006260729 2.86781E-05 5.73865E-05 0.003557966









n Pn Expt (%) Error (%) Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 13.35
8 0.09 0.13 0.00089991 0.00719928 0.000929451 0.001861976 0.014895807
10 0.35 0.21 0.00349965 0.0349965 0.003026867 0.006063747 0.060637465
12 1.17 0.34 0.01169883 0.140385961 0.007308299 0.014640772 0.175689266
14 2.54 0.52 0.02539746 0.355564444 0.014134503 0.028315761 0.396420651
16 4.96 0.85 0.04959504 0.793520648 0.023014373 0.046104874 0.73767799
18 7.67 1.16 0.076692331 1.380461954 0.032646326 0.065400641 1.177211536
20 9.57 1.24 0.095690431 1.913808619 0.041352743 0.082842274 1.656845473
22 10.4 1.09 0.103989601 2.287771223 0.047645612 0.095448827 2.09987419
24 10.35 1 0.103489651 2.483751625 0.050647075 0.101461681 2.435080351
26 9.68 1 0.096790321 2.516548345 0.050228576 0.100623299 2.616205782
28 8.59 1.05 0.085891411 2.404959504 0.046892716 0.093940545 2.630335253
30 7.3 1.09 0.072992701 2.189781022 0.041513765 0.08316485 2.494945504
32 6 0.92 0.059994001 1.919808019 0.03506188 0.070239738 2.247671624
34 4.81 0.71 0.04809519 1.635236476 0.028394234 0.056882391 1.934001298
36 3.8 0.59 0.0379962 1.367863214 0.022142842 0.044358929 1.59692144
38 3.13 0.56 0.03129687 1.189281072 0.016688952 0.033433107 1.27045807
40 2.61 0.56 0.02609739 1.04389561 0.012194962 0.024430264 0.977210548
42 2.11 0.48 0.02109789 0.886111389 0.008663023 0.017354701 0.728897434
44 1.61 0.45 0.01609839 0.708329167 0.005996909 0.012013654 0.52860079
46 1.15 0.41 0.01149885 0.528947105 0.00405378 0.00812097 0.373564601
48 0.88 0.37 0.00879912 0.422357764 0.002680819 0.005370505 0.257784247
50 0.56 0.43 0.00559944 0.279972003 0.001737237 0.00348022 0.174010988
52 0.32 0.46 0.00319968 0.166383362 0.001104759 0.002213173 0.115084994
54 0.19 0.3 0.00189981 0.102589741 0.000690336 0.001382955 0.074679555
56 0.14 0.26 0.00139986 0.078392161 0.000424372 0.000850147 0.047608235
58 0 0.12 0 0 0.000256913 0.000514676 0.02985118
60 0.03 0.17 0.00029997 0.0179982 0.000153319 0.000307145 0.018428671
62 0 0.13 0 0 9.02719E-05 0.000180842 0.011212227









n Pn Expt (%) Error (%) Pn Expt (Norm) Freq Expt Pn Theory Pn Theory (Norm) Freq Theory
k' 2
k 11.86
8 0.17 0.08 0.00170017 0.01360136 0.001155721 0.002313621 0.018508966
10 0.54 0.18 0.00540054 0.054005401 0.003532717 0.007072097 0.070720973
12 1.34 0.37 0.01340134 0.160816082 0.008104818 0.016224922 0.194699066
14 3.01 0.56 0.03010301 0.421442144 0.015048438 0.030125258 0.421753614
16 5.13 0.68 0.051305131 0.820882088 0.023730402 0.04750556 0.760088958
18 7.15 0.7 0.071507151 1.287128713 0.032848975 0.065759903 1.183678246
20 8.67 0.69 0.086708671 1.734173417 0.040873012 0.08182311 1.636462199
22 9.46 0.71 0.094609461 2.081408141 0.046528269 0.093144291 2.049174392
24 9.72 0.71 0.097209721 2.333033303 0.049117899 0.098328434 2.359882418
26 9.44 0.64 0.094409441 2.454645465 0.048597826 0.097287307 2.529469994
28 8.77 0.53 0.087708771 2.455845585 0.045450369 0.090986457 2.547620808
30 7.87 0.5 0.078707871 2.361236124 0.040457757 0.080991817 2.429754498
32 6.7 0.48 0.067006701 2.144214421 0.034473427 0.069011871 2.208379867
34 5.51 0.48 0.055105511 1.873587359 0.028252131 0.056557545 1.922956523
36 4.34 0.45 0.04340434 1.562556256 0.022358631 0.04475943 1.611339485
38 3.36 0.47 0.03360336 1.276927693 0.017145547 0.03432343 1.304290346
40 2.52 0.46 0.02520252 1.00810081 0.012777479 0.025579056 1.023162246
42 1.88 0.4 0.01880188 0.789678968 0.009277496 0.018572489 0.78004454
44 1.35 0.36 0.01350135 0.594059406 0.006577643 0.013167691 0.579378421
46 1 0.33 0.010001 0.460046005 0.004562548 0.009133702 0.420150271
48 0.72 0.32 0.00720072 0.345634563 0.003101604 0.006209057 0.298034759
50 0.5 0.28 0.0050005 0.250025003 0.002069505 0.004142913 0.207145629
52 0.34 0.25 0.00340034 0.176817682 0.001357173 0.002716905 0.141279075
54 0.21 0.21 0.00210021 0.113411341 0.000875826 0.001753305 0.094678446
56 0.12 0.15 0.00120012 0.067206721 0.000556784 0.001114619 0.062418651
58 0.06 0.15 0.00060006 0.03480348 0.000349034 0.000698726 0.04052612
60 0.09 0.19 0.00090009 0.054005401 0.000215946 0.000432299 0.025937952
62 0.02 0.15 0.00020002 0.01240124 0.000131968 0.000264185 0.016379467















2 0.008 0.0080024 0.004 0.016004801 0.001051 0.00210637 0.004213 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
4 0.014 0.0140042 0.007 0.056016805 0.007358 0.01474754 0.05899 5.57E-06 1.152E-05 4.61E-05 0.013288672 0.053154687
6 0.025 0.0250075 0.009 0.150045014 0.017643 0.03535939 0.212156 9.09E-05 0.0001877 0.001126 0.031877393 0.191264355
8 0.044 0.0440132 0.005 0.352105632 0.028675 0.0574701 0.459761 0.000418 0.000864 0.006912 0.051866094 0.414928749
10 0.062 0.0620186 0.005 0.620186056 0.037874 0.07590748 0.759075 0.001168 0.0024134 0.024134 0.068631565 0.686315654
12 0.075 0.0750225 0.005 0.900270081 0.04393 0.08804492 1.056539 0.002467 0.0050969 0.061163 0.079833063 0.95799676
14 0.084 0.0840252 0.006 1.176352906 0.046604 0.09340403 1.307656 0.004349 0.0089846 0.125785 0.085046503 1.190651045
16 0.087 0.0870261 0.006 1.392417725 0.046322 0.09283797 1.485407 0.006753 0.0139495 0.223192 0.085028008 1.360448125
18 0.083 0.0830249 0.006 1.494448335 0.043808 0.0878008 1.580414 0.009541 0.0197094 0.354769 0.081059755 1.459075593
20 0.077 0.0770231 0.006 1.540462139 0.03984 0.07984653 1.596931 0.012534 0.0258907 0.517813 0.074504896 1.490097915
22 0.069 0.0690207 0.006 1.518455537 0.0351 0.07034829 1.547662 0.015536 0.0320926 0.706037 0.066560971 1.464341359
24 0.06 0.060018 0.005 1.44043213 0.030127 0.06037983 1.449116 0.018367 0.0379405 0.910573 0.058158339 1.395800124
26 0.053 0.0530159 0.005 1.378413524 0.025296 0.05069826 1.318155 0.020876 0.0431225 1.121184 0.04994826 1.298654755
28 0.044 0.0440132 0.004 1.232369711 0.020846 0.04178041 1.169851 0.022951 0.0474089 1.327448 0.042337624 1.185453463
30 0.038 0.0380114 0.004 1.140342103 0.016905 0.0338807 1.016421 0.024524 0.0506582 1.519746 0.035541675 1.066250264
32 0.032 0.0320096 0.004 1.024307292 0.013517 0.02709172 0.866935 0.025566 0.0528121 1.689986 0.029638031 0.948416991
34 0.027 0.0270081 0.003 0.918275483 0.010676 0.02139756 0.727517 0.026085 0.0538835 1.832038 0.024613667 0.836864691
36 0.023 0.0230069 0.003 0.828248475 0.008341 0.01671662 0.601798 0.026113 0.0539415 1.941892 0.020401875 0.734467514
38 0.019 0.0190057 0.003 0.722216665 0.006453 0.01293307 0.491457 0.025703 0.0530952 2.017619 0.016909126 0.642546773
40 0.016 0.0160048 0.003 0.640192058 0.004949 0.00991878 0.396751 0.024921 0.0514789 2.059154 0.014033226 0.561329027
42 0.013 0.0130039 0.002 0.546163849 0.003766 0.00754724 0.316984 0.023836 0.049238 2.067996 0.011674628 0.49033438
44 0.011 0.0110033 0.002 0.484145244 0.002845 0.00570179 0.250879 0.02252 0.0465193 2.046851 0.009742724 0.428679877
46 0.009 0.0090027 0.002 0.414124237 0.002135 0.00427959 0.196861 0.02104 0.0434625 1.999275 0.008158699 0.375300143
48 0.007 0.0070021 0.002 0.33610083 0.001593 0.00319303 0.153265 0.019458 0.0401945 1.929336 0.006856176 0.329096451
50 0.005 0.0050015 0.002 0.250075023 0.001182 0.00236933 0.118466 0.017828 0.0368264 1.841319 0.005780575 0.28902875
52 0.004 0.0040012 0.001 0.208062419 0.000873 0.00174926 0.090961 0.016194 0.0334516 1.739485 0.004887794 0.25416528
54 0.003 0.0030009 0.001 0.162048615 0.000641 0.00128545 0.069414 0.014594 0.0301459 1.627881 0.004142642 0.223702659
56 0.002 0.0020006 0.001 0.11203361 0.000469 0.00094054 0.05267 0.013055 0.026968 1.510211 0.003517266 0.196966884
58 0.0014 0.0014004 0.0009 0.081224367 0.000342 0.00068541 0.039754 0.0116 0.0239611 1.389745 0.00298971 0.173403157
Experiment Theory (Soft) Theory (Semihard) Superposition 2GMD
60 0.0016 0.0016005 0.0009 0.096028809 0.000248 0.00049762 0.029857 0.010241 0.0211547 1.269281 0.00254267 0.152560191
62 0.0016 0.0016005 0.0009 0.099229769 0.00018 0.00036002 0.022321 0.008988 0.0185666 1.151127 0.002162464 0.134072752
64 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.083224967 0.00013 0.00025961 0.016615 0.007845 0.016205 1.037119 0.0018382 0.11764477
66 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.085825748 9.31E-05 0.00018663 0.012317 0.006812 0.0140704 0.928649 0.001561126 0.103034301
68 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.088426528 6.67E-05 0.00013378 0.009097 0.005885 0.0121576 0.826715 0.001324131 0.090040891
70 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.091027308 4.77E-05 9.5629E-05 0.006694 0.005062 0.0104566 0.731961 0.001121363 0.078495434
72 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.093628088 3.4E-05 6.8185E-05 0.004909 0.004335 0.0089547 0.644738 0.000947949 0.068252357
74 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.096228869 2.42E-05 4.8498E-05 0.003589 0.003697 0.0076372 0.565154 0.000799781 0.059183802
76 0.0013 0.0013004 0.0007 0.098829649 1.72E-05 3.4416E-05 0.002616 0.003141 0.0064884 0.493119 0.000673361 0.051175454
sum 0.9997 1 0.498953 1 0.484102 1 1














2 0.0169 0.0054 0.018144 0.036288 0.000985 0.00204845 0.004097 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
4 0.0237 0.0028 0.025445 0.101779 0.005666 0.01178037 0.047121 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
6 0.028 0.0022 0.030061 0.180368 0.012435 0.0258534 0.15512 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
8 0.0314 0.0021 0.033712 0.269693 0.019548 0.0406437 0.32515 7.23E-08 1.446E-07 1.16E-06 0.032352413 0.258819307
10 0.039 0.0022 0.041871 0.418711 0.025826 0.0536954 0.536954 2.43E-06 4.8534E-06 4.85E-05 0.042742531 0.427425307
12 0.047 0.0023 0.05046 0.605521 0.030646 0.0637167 0.7646 1.96E-05 3.9192E-05 0.00047 0.050726485 0.60871782
14 0.0522 0.0024 0.056043 0.7846 0.033804 0.07028348 0.983969 8.62E-05 0.00017259 0.002416 0.05598086 0.783732035
16 0.0535 0.0025 0.057439 0.919017 0.035365 0.07352924 1.176468 0.000266 0.00053247 0.008519 0.058637898 0.938206362
18 0.0538 0.0025 0.057761 1.039692 0.035542 0.0738966 1.330139 0.000647 0.0012948 0.023306 0.059085831 1.063544963
20 0.0552 0.0025 0.059264 1.185274 0.034611 0.07196142 1.439228 0.001325 0.00265218 0.053044 0.057822337 1.156446748
22 0.056 0.0025 0.060123 1.322697 0.032859 0.06831933 1.503025 0.002384 0.00477018 0.104944 0.055355305 1.217816699
24 0.0541 0.0025 0.058083 1.393986 0.030551 0.06351951 1.524468 0.003871 0.0077465 0.185916 0.052141818 1.251403623
26 0.0505 0.0024 0.054218 1.40966 0.027911 0.05803171 1.508824 0.005789 0.01158398 0.301183 0.048556371 1.262465647
28 0.0462 0.0023 0.049601 1.388832 0.025123 0.05223486 1.462576 0.008087 0.016183 0.453124 0.044880279 1.256647817
30 0.0414 0.0022 0.044448 1.333434 0.022326 0.04641892 1.392568 0.01067 0.02135255 0.640576 0.041305381 1.23916144
32 0.0374 0.0021 0.040153 1.284906 0.01962 0.04079387 1.305404 0.01341 0.02683528 0.858729 0.037946322 1.214282303
34 0.0343 0.002 0.036825 1.252053 0.017075 0.03550197 1.207067 0.016161 0.03233988 1.099556 0.034856903 1.185134691
36 0.0317 0.0019 0.034034 1.225213 0.014732 0.03063072 1.102706 0.018776 0.03757427 1.352674 0.032047202 1.153699279
38 0.0303 0.0019 0.032531 1.236164 0.012613 0.02622519 0.996557 0.021125 0.04227461 1.606435 0.029499271 1.120972283
40 0.0286 0.0018 0.030705 1.228219 0.010725 0.02229886 0.891954 0.0231 0.04622679 1.849071 0.027180156 1.087206225
42 0.026 0.0017 0.027914 1.172391 0.009063 0.01884274 0.791395 0.024625 0.04927916 2.069725 0.025051769 1.052174317
44 0.0228 0.0016 0.024478 1.077054 0.007615 0.01583275 0.696641 0.025659 0.05134693 2.259265 0.02307764 1.015416155
46 0.0192 0.0015 0.020613 0.948219 0.006366 0.01323545 0.608831 0.02619 0.05240937 2.410831 0.021226926 0.976438589
48 0.0161 0.0013 0.017285 0.829692 0.005297 0.0110124 0.528595 0.026236 0.05250184 2.520088 0.019476247 0.934859835
50 0.0143 0.0013 0.015353 0.767637 0.004388 0.00912335 0.456167 0.025838 0.05170458 2.585229 0.017809919 0.890495951
52 0.0127 0.0012 0.013635 0.709017 0.003621 0.0075284 0.391477 0.025051 0.05013014 2.606767 0.016219157 0.843396185
54 0.0112 0.0011 0.012025 0.649324 0.002977 0.00618954 0.334235 0.023942 0.04791091 2.587189 0.014700702 0.793837926
56 0.0098 0.0011 0.010521 0.589202 0.002439 0.00507152 0.284005 0.022581 0.04518778 2.530515 0.013255239 0.742293356
58 0.0086 0.001 0.009233 0.535521 0.001992 0.00414234 0.240256 0.021038 0.04210073 2.441842 0.011885854 0.68937951
60 0.0075 0.0009 0.008052 0.483128 0.001623 0.00337346 0.202407 0.01938 0.03878149 2.326889 0.010596695 0.635801693
62 0.0066 0.0009 0.007086 0.439324 0.001318 0.00273974 0.169864 0.017664 0.03534837 2.191599 0.009391903 0.582297992
64 0.0057 0.0008 0.00612 0.391656 0.001067 0.00221936 0.142039 0.015942 0.03190313 2.041801 0.008274846 0.529590175
Experiment Theory (Soft) Theory (Semihard) Superposition 2GMD
66 0.005 0.0008 0.005368 0.354294 0.000863 0.00179347 0.118369 0.014257 0.02852958 1.882952 0.007247638 0.478344113
68 0.0043 0.0007 0.004617 0.313926 0.000695 0.00144603 0.09833 0.012639 0.02529343 1.719953 0.006310897 0.429141019
70 0.0036 0.0006 0.003865 0.270552 0.00056 0.0011634 0.081438 0.011115 0.02224332 1.557032 0.005463705 0.382459384
72 0.0029 0.0006 0.003113 0.224171 0.000449 0.00093413 0.067257 0.009701 0.01941243 1.397695 0.004703703 0.338666611
74 0.0022 0.0005 0.002362 0.174785 0.00036 0.00074861 0.055397 0.008405 0.01682051 1.244718 0.00402728 0.298018725
76 0.0018 0.0004 0.001933 0.146871 0.000288 0.00059886 0.045513 0.007234 0.01447613 1.100186 0.00342982 0.260666342
78 0.0014 0.0004 0.001503 0.117239 0.00023 0.00047824 0.037303 0.006186 0.01237884 0.965549 0.002905962 0.226665058
80 0.0012 0.0004 0.001288 0.103067 0.000183 0.0003813 0.030504 0.005258 0.01052129 0.841704 0.002449857 0.195988589
82 0.001 0.00024 0.001074 0.088037 0.000146 0.00030354 0.02489 0.004443 0.00889112 0.729072 0.002055405 0.168543211
84 0.001 0.00024 0.001074 0.090184 0.000116 0.00024128 0.020268 0.003734 0.00747253 0.627693 0.001716457 0.144182379
86 0.00075 0.00021 0.000805 0.069248 9.21E-05 0.00019153 0.016471 0.003122 0.00624769 0.537302 0.001426984 0.122720651
88 0.00075 0.00021 0.000805 0.070859 7.3E-05 0.00015183 0.013361 0.002597 0.00519781 0.457407 0.001181209 0.103946359
90 0.00053 0.00017 0.000569 0.051212 5.78E-05 0.0001202 0.010818 0.002151 0.00430399 0.387359 0.000973696 0.087632655
92 0.00053 0.00017 0.000569 0.05235 4.57E-05 9.5053E-05 0.008745 0.001773 0.00354784 0.326401 0.000799422 0.073546788
94 0.00031 0.00013 0.000333 0.031285 3.61E-05 7.5076E-05 0.007057 0.001455 0.00291198 0.273726 0.000653804 0.061457591
96 0.00031 0.00013 0.000333 0.031951 2.85E-05 5.9231E-05 0.005686 0.001189 0.00238026 0.228505 0.000532722 0.051141267
98 0.00015 0.00009 0.000161 0.015782 2.25E-05 4.6681E-05 0.004575 0.000968 0.00193798 0.189922 0.000432506 0.042385628
100 0.00015 0.00009 0.000161 0.016104 1.77E-05 3.6752E-05 0.003675 0.000786 0.00157194 0.157194 0.00034993 0.034992997
102 0.00005 0.00003 5.37E-05 0.005475 1.39E-05 2.8906E-05 0.002948 0.000635 0.00127043 0.129583 0.000282176 0.028781959
104 0.00005 0.00003 5.37E-05 0.005583 1.09E-05 2.2714E-05 0.002362 0.000511 0.00102318 0.106411 0.00022681 0.023588203
106 0.00005 0.00003 5.37E-05 0.00569 8.58E-06 1.7832E-05 0.00189 0.00041 0.00082131 0.087059 0.000181742 0.019264628
108 0.00005 0.00003 5.37E-05 0.005798 6.73E-06 1.3987E-05 0.001511 0.000328 0.00065716 0.070973 0.000145194 0.015680905
110 0.00005 0.00003 5.37E-05 0.005905 5.27E-06 1.0962E-05 0.001206 0.000262 0.00052419 0.057661 0.00011566 0.012722645
112 0.00004 0.00003 4.29E-05 0.00481 4.13E-06 8.5839E-06 0.000961 0.000208 0.00041689 0.046691 9.18777E-05 0.010290303
114 0.00004 0.00003 4.29E-05 0.004896 3.23E-06 6.7166E-06 0.000766 0.000165 0.0003306 0.037688 7.27889E-05 0.008297934
116 0.00004 0.00003 4.29E-05 0.004982 2.53E-06 5.2515E-06 0.000609 0.000131 0.00026145 0.030328 5.75161E-05 0.006671867
118 0.00004 0.00003 4.29E-05 0.005067 1.97E-06 4.103E-06 0.000484 0.000103 0.00020621 0.024333 4.53337E-05 0.005349373
120 0.00004 0.00003 4.29E-05 0.005153 1.54E-06 3.2034E-06 0.000384 8.11E-05 0.00016223 0.019468 3.56448E-05 0.004277373
sum 0.93143 1 0.480966 1 0.499714 1 1














2 0.007 0.009 0.007202 0.014403 0.000932 0.0020958 0.004192 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
4 0.007 0.009 0.007202 0.028807 0.005021 0.01128985 0.045159 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
6 0.007 0.009 0.007202 0.04321 0.010709 0.02407922 0.144475 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
8 0.014 0.002 0.014403 0.115226 0.016654 0.03744632 0.299571 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
10 0.018 0.002 0.018519 0.185185 0.021993 0.04945188 0.494519 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
12 0.025 0.003 0.02572 0.308642 0.026269 0.05906429 0.708771 2.54E-09 5.0773E-09 6.09E-08 0.04370758 0.524490915
14 0.033 0.003 0.033951 0.475309 0.029308 0.06589885 0.922584 1.44E-07 2.8824E-07 4.04E-06 0.04876523 0.68271318
16 0.041 0.003 0.042181 0.674897 0.031127 0.06998835 1.119814 1.79E-06 3.5795E-06 5.73E-05 0.05179231 0.828676939
18 0.05 0.004 0.05144 0.925926 0.031847 0.07160816 1.288947 1.13E-05 2.2588E-05 0.000407 0.05299591 0.953926447
20 0.053 0.004 0.054527 1.090535 0.031645 0.07115295 1.423059 4.73E-05 9.455E-05 0.001891 0.05267777 1.05355537
22 0.057 0.004 0.058642 1.290123 0.030712 0.06905488 1.519207 0.000149 0.0002987 0.006571 0.05117827 1.125921908
24 0.056 0.004 0.057613 1.382716 0.029234 0.06573295 1.577591 0.000384 0.0007672 0.018413 0.04884186 1.172204557
26 0.054 0.004 0.055556 1.444444 0.02738 0.06156456 1.600679 0.00084 0.00168016 0.043684 0.04599462 1.195860067
28 0.05 0.004 0.05144 1.440329 0.025293 0.056872 1.592416 0.00162 0.00324074 0.090741 0.04292787 1.20198035
30 0.047 0.004 0.048354 1.450617 0.023091 0.05191872 1.557562 0.002817 0.00563501 0.16905 0.03988496 1.196548712
32 0.042 0.003 0.04321 1.382716 0.020864 0.04691163 1.501172 0.004493 0.00898694 0.287582 0.03705121 1.185638779
34 0.039 0.003 0.040123 1.364198 0.018682 0.04200656 1.428223 0.00666 0.01332119 0.45292 0.03454837 1.174644427
36 0.036 0.003 0.037037 1.333333 0.016596 0.03731535 1.343353 0.009272 0.0185435 0.667566 0.03243467 1.167648047
38 0.033 0.003 0.033951 1.290123 0.014638 0.03291325 1.250703 0.012221 0.02444314 0.928839 0.03071102 1.167018692
40 0.03 0.003 0.030864 1.234568 0.012829 0.02884609 1.153844 0.015358 0.03071578 1.228631 0.02933221 1.173288456
42 0.028 0.003 0.028807 1.209877 0.011179 0.02513675 1.055744 0.0185 0.03700102 1.554043 0.02822146 1.18530138
44 0.025 0.003 0.02572 1.131687 0.009691 0.02179071 0.958791 0.021463 0.04292618 1.888752 0.02728593 1.200581116
46 0.023 0.003 0.023663 1.088477 0.008362 0.01880082 0.864838 0.024074 0.04814825 2.21482 0.02643115 1.215832839
48 0.021 0.002 0.021605 1.037037 0.007183 0.01615108 0.775252 0.026193 0.05238777 2.514613 0.02557262 1.22748567
50 0.02 0.002 0.020576 1.028807 0.006146 0.01381977 0.690988 0.027725 0.05545078 2.772539 0.02464383 1.232191654
52 0.019 0.002 0.019547 1.016461 0.00524 0.01178178 0.612653 0.028618 0.05723795 2.976373 0.02360038 1.227219981
54 0.017 0.002 0.01749 0.944444 0.004452 0.01001043 0.540563 0.02887 0.0577419 3.118063 0.02242061 1.210713142
56 0.016 0.002 0.016461 0.921811 0.003771 0.00847879 0.474812 0.028517 0.05703554 3.19399 0.02110355 1.181798652
58 0.015 0.002 0.015432 0.895062 0.003185 0.00716062 0.415316 0.027627 0.05525447 3.204759 0.01966502 1.140571376
60 0.014 0.002 0.014403 0.864198 0.002682 0.006031 0.36186 0.026288 0.05257685 3.154611 0.01813292 1.087975285
62 0.013 0.002 0.013374 0.829218 0.002253 0.00506673 0.314137 0.024601 0.04920335 3.050608 0.01654225 1.025619596
64 0.012 0.002 0.012346 0.790123 0.001889 0.00424655 0.271779 0.022669 0.04533939 2.901721 0.01493069 0.955563853
66 0.011 0.002 0.011317 0.746914 0.001579 0.00355122 0.234381 0.02059 0.04118065 2.717923 0.01333487 0.880101675
68 0.01 0.002 0.010288 0.699588 0.001318 0.00296355 0.201521 0.018451 0.03690271 2.509384 0.01178773 0.801565486
70 0.009 0.002 0.009259 0.648148 0.001098 0.00246825 0.172778 0.016327 0.03265444 2.285811 0.01031666 0.722166501
Experiment Theory (Soft) Theory (Semihard) Superposition 2GMD
72 0.008 0.002 0.00823 0.592593 0.000913 0.00205193 0.147739 0.014277 0.02855503 2.055962 0.00894273 0.643876702
74 0.007 0.001 0.007202 0.532922 0.000757 0.00170283 0.126009 0.012347 0.02469369 1.827333 0.00768045 0.568353429
76 0.007 0.001 0.007202 0.547325 0.000627 0.00141078 0.107219 0.010566 0.02113161 1.606002 0.00653819 0.496902766
78 0.006 0.001 0.006173 0.481481 0.000519 0.00116698 0.091024 0.008952 0.01790519 1.396605 0.00551891 0.430475226
80 0.005 0.001 0.005144 0.411523 0.000429 0.00096387 0.077109 0.007515 0.01503005 1.202404 0.00462107 0.369685981
82 0.004 0.001 0.004115 0.337449 0.000354 0.00079498 0.065188 0.006252 0.01250528 1.025433 0.00383966 0.314851846
84 0.004 0.001 0.004115 0.345679 0.000291 0.0006548 0.055003 0.005159 0.01031757 0.866676 0.00316712 0.266037953
86 0.003 0.001 0.003086 0.265432 0.00024 0.00053864 0.046323 0.004222 0.00844495 0.726266 0.00259428 0.223108212
88 0.0029 0.0009 0.002984 0.262551 0.000197 0.00044255 0.038944 0.00343 0.00685999 0.603679 0.00211108 0.185775059
90 0.0025 0.0008 0.002572 0.231481 0.000162 0.00036317 0.032685 0.002766 0.00553241 0.497917 0.00170717 0.153645328
92 0.0022 0.0008 0.002263 0.20823 0.000132 0.00029769 0.027388 0.002216 0.00443116 0.407666 0.00137239 0.126260299
94 0.0018 0.0007 0.001852 0.174074 0.000108 0.00024376 0.022914 0.001763 0.00352589 0.331434 0.00109712 0.103128995
96 0.0015 0.0007 0.001543 0.148148 8.87E-05 0.0001994 0.019142 0.001394 0.00278804 0.267651 0.00087244 0.083754543
98 0.0013 0.0006 0.001337 0.13107 7.25E-05 0.00016295 0.015969 0.001096 0.00219141 0.214758 0.00069035 0.067653969
100 0.0011 0.0006 0.001132 0.113169 5.92E-05 0.00013303 0.013303 0.000856 0.00171261 0.171261 0.00054372 0.054372133
102 0.0009 0.0006 0.000926 0.094444 4.83E-05 0.00010851 0.011068 0.000666 0.00133108 0.13577 0.00042638 0.043490683
104 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.085597 3.93E-05 8.8433E-05 0.009197 0.000515 0.00102911 0.107027 0.00033301 0.034632968
106 0.0012 0.0006 0.001235 0.130864 3.2E-05 7.201E-05 0.007633 0.000396 0.00079163 0.083913 0.00025911 0.027465817
108 0.0012 0.0006 0.001235 0.133333 2.61E-05 5.8589E-05 0.006328 0.000303 0.000606 0.065448 0.00020092 0.021698997
110 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.090535 2.12E-05 4.7633E-05 0.00524 0.000231 0.00046174 0.050791 0.0001553 0.017083071
112 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.092181 1.72E-05 3.8696E-05 0.004334 0.000175 0.00035024 0.039227 0.0001197 0.013406223
114 0.0009 0.0005 0.000926 0.105556 1.4E-05 3.1414E-05 0.003581 0.000132 0.00026452 0.030156 9.2022E-05 0.010490513
116 0.0009 0.0005 0.000926 0.107407 1.13E-05 2.5484E-05 0.002956 9.95E-05 0.00019895 0.023078 7.0585E-05 0.008187913
118 0.0009 0.0005 0.000926 0.109259 9.19E-06 2.066E-05 0.002438 7.45E-05 0.00014903 0.017586 5.4037E-05 0.006376366
120 0.0009 0.0005 0.000926 0.111111 7.44E-06 1.6738E-05 0.002009 5.56E-05 0.00011121 0.013345 4.13E-05 0.004956043
122 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.100412 6.03E-06 1.3552E-05 0.001653 4.13E-05 8.2675E-05 0.010086 3.1524E-05 0.003845898
124 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.102058 4.88E-06 1.0965E-05 0.00136 3.06E-05 6.1241E-05 0.007594 2.4037E-05 0.002980579
126 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.103704 3.94E-06 8.8675E-06 0.001117 2.26E-05 4.5205E-05 0.005696 1.8315E-05 0.002307721
128 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.10535 3.19E-06 7.1669E-06 0.000917 1.66E-05 3.3256E-05 0.004257 1.395E-05 0.001785601
130 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.106996 2.57E-06 5.7893E-06 0.000753 1.22E-05 2.4385E-05 0.00317 1.0624E-05 0.001381149
132 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.108642 2.08E-06 4.6739E-06 0.000617 8.91E-06 1.7824E-05 0.002353 8.093E-06 0.001068282
134 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.110288 1.68E-06 3.7715E-06 0.000505 6.49E-06 1.2989E-05 0.001741 6.168E-06 0.000826515
136 0.0008 0.0005 0.000823 0.111934 1.35E-06 3.0418E-06 0.000414 4.72E-06 9.4371E-06 0.001283 4.7046E-06 0.000639821
sum 0.972 1 0.444744 1 0.499988 1 1
n_mean 37.63313 28.88142 57.75793 36.38931165
Cq Moments
C2 1.27
C3 1.91
C4 3.26
C5 6.10
Chi-square 2.97
